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INTRODUCTION 

Fibroids, also known as uterine leiomyomas, are 
noncancerous growths of the uterus that can cause 
various health issues, including heavy menstrual 
bleeding, pelvic pain, and fertility problems. For many 
women, fibroids can be a source of significant 
discomfort and a barrier to a healthy life. Fortunately, 
there are several treatment options available, and fibroid 
surgery is one of the most effective methods to manage 
this condition.

In this comprehensive guide, we will explore fibroid 
surgery, its different types, when it's necessary, and what 
patients can expect before, during, and after the 
procedure. We'll also delve into the advancements in 
fibroid surgery techniques, potential risks, and alternative 
treatments to provide you with a well-rounded 
understanding of this common gynecological issue.

DESCRIPTION
Understanding fibroids

Before we delve into fibroid surgery, it's crucial 
to understand what fibroids are and how they can 
affect a woman's health. Fibroids are benign tumors 
that develop in the muscle tissue of the uterus. They 
can vary in size, shape, and location within the uterus. 
While many women with fibroids m ay n ot e xperience a 
ny s ymptoms, o thers may suffer from: 

Heavy menstrual bleeding: Fibroids can cause heavy 
and prolonged menstrual bleeding, which can lead to 
anemia.

Pelvic pain: Some women experience pelvic pain 
or discomfort, which may worsen during menstruation.

Painful intercourse: Fibroids can make sexual 
intercourse painful or uncomfortable.

Frequent urination: Large fibroids can press against 
the bladder, causing a frequent need to urinate.

Infertility: In some cases, fibroids can interfere with 
fertility by blocking the fallopian  tubes  or  affecting    the 
implantation of the embryo.

With these symptoms, many women seek treatment to 
alleviate their discomfort and improve their quality of life. 
Fibroid surgery is one of the primary methods of treatment.
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Types of fibroid surgery

Several surgical options are available to treat fibroids, 
depending on the size, number, and location of the fibroids, 
as well as the patient's overall health and fertility goals. The 
main types of fibroid surgery include:

Myomectomy: Myomectomy is a surgical procedure that 
involves removing individual fibroids while preserving the 
healthy tissue of the uterus. This o ption i s o ften c hosen 
by women who want to maintain their fertility or avoid a 
hysterectomy.

Hysterectomy: Hysterectomy is the complete removal of 
the uterus, and it is considered a definitive treatment for 
fibroids. This option is chosen when fertility is no longer 
a concern, or when other treatments have been ineffective.

Uterine Artery Embolization (UAE): UAE is a minimally 
invasive procedure that involves blocking the blood supply 
to the fibroids, causing them to shrink. It is often used as 
an alternative to surgery and may be suitable for women 
who wish to preserve their uterus.

Laparoscopic or robotic surgery: These minimally invasive 
procedures involve small incisions and the use of advanced 
technology to remove or shrink fibroids. They offer quicker 
recovery times and less scarring compared to traditional 
open surgery.

When is fibroid surgery necessary?

The decision to undergo fibroid surgery is made based on 
the severity of symptoms and the impact on a woman's 
quality of life. A healthcare provider will consider several 
factors, including:

The size and location of the fibroids: Large or deeply 
embedded fibroids are more likely to cause severe symptoms 
and may require surgery.

The intensity of symptoms: If fibroids are causing heavy 
bleeding, severe pain, or fertility issues, surgery may be 
recommended.

Fertility goals: For women who wish to preserve their 
fertility, myomectomy or other fertility-preserving 
procedures may be the best option.

Failed previous treatments: If other treatments, such as 
medication or UAE, have been ineffective, surgery may be 
the next step.

Preparing for fibroid surgery

Once a decision to undergo fibroid surgery is made, there 
are several important steps to take to prepare for the 
procedure. These steps may include:

Consultation with a specialist: Seek out a gynecologist 
or surgeon experienced in fibroid surgery for a thorough 
evaluation and to discuss your treatment options.

Preoperative testing: Your healthcare provider may require 
blood tests, imaging, and other tests to assess your overall 
health and the specifics of your fibroids.

Preoperative care: Your healthcare provider may 
recommend medications or other treatments to prepare 
your body for surgery.

Understanding the procedure: Talk to your surgeon about 
the specific type of surgery you'll undergo, what to expect, 
and potential risks and complications.

Emotional support: Fibroid surgery can be emotionally 
challenging. Seek support from friends, family, or support 
groups to help you cope with the stress and anxiety.

During fibroid surgery

The surgery itself will vary depending on the type of 
procedure you're undergoing. For myomectomy, 
hysterectomy, or laparoscopic surgery, here's what you can 
generally expect:

Anesthesia: You'll receive general anesthesia, meaning 
you'll be asleep and pain-free during the procedure.

Incisions: The surgeon will make small incisions in your 
abdomen or use minimally invasive techniques, such as 
laparoscopy or robotic surgery, which require even smaller 
incisions.

Removal or shrinking of fibroids: In a myomectomy or 
hysterectomy, the surgeon will remove the fibroids while 
taking care to preserve the healthy tissue of the uterus. In 
UAE, the surgeon will block the blood supply to the 
fibroids, causing them to shrink.

Closure: The incisions are carefully closed, and you'll be 
monitored as you wake up from anesthesia.

CONCLUSION
Fibroid surgery plays a vital role in the treatment of 
uterine fibroids, offering relief from a range of debilitating 
symptoms. However, the decision to undergo surgery 
should be based on individual factors such as the size and 
location of the fibroids, the severity of symptoms, fertility 
goals, and the patient's overall health.

Advancements in surgical techniques and the availability of 
minimally invasive options have made fibroid surgery safer 
and more accessible than ever before. For those who are not 
candidates for surgery or prefer non-surgical options, there 
are alternative treatments available.

If you are experiencing symptoms related to fibroids, it 
is essential to consult with a healthcare provider to 
explore the best treatment plan tailored to your 
specific needs. Ultimately, with the right approach and 
medical guidance, women can regain their quality of life 
and well-being after undergoing fibroid surgery.




